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1. Site accessibility

Wider context location.
Barking is a suburban town in east London, England, and forms part of the London Borough of Barking
and Dagenham. It is around 9 miles east of Charing Cross and is one of 35 major centres identified in the
London Plan. It was historically a fishing and agrarian settlement in the county of Essex and formed an
ancient parish.
The railway station opened in 1854 and has been served by the London Underground since 1908. As part
of the suburban growth of London in the 20th century, Barking significantly expanded and increased in
population, primarily due to the development of the London County Council estate at Becontree in the
1920s, and it became a municipal borough in 1931. It has formed part of Greater London since its
annexation in 1965. In addition to an extensive and fairly low-density residential area, the town centre
forms a large retail and commercial district, currently a focus for regeneration. The former industrial
lands to the south are being redeveloped as Barking Riverside.
• Barking has a multicultural vibrant centre and has good public transport links.
• The site lies to the south west of the town centre.

Site Description
The site is located approximately 220m to the west of the Town Centre on Abbey Road on the southern
section of the former Abbey Retail Park.
The site covers an area of 1.28 Hectares. Abbey Retail Park was built circa 1990 and consisted of Retail
warehouses, an office building and associated surface car parking.
Two of the warehouses are in the application site and one straddles the southern boundary. The other
units have recently been demolished. The site falls within the boundary of the Barking Town Centre area
Action Plan (AAP); is identified in the London Riverside Opportunity Area Planning Framework; and is
also part of a London Housing Zone Site.
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Accessibility
The site is approximately 700 metres away from Barking station and is served by stops for three bus
routes nearby on London Road across Abbey Green open space. The site has a high public transport
accessibility level (PTAL) of 6a on a scale of 1-6, where 6b is the highest.

Routes
The site is highly accessible form the town centre and the main pedestrian routes cross the pleasant
Abbey Green. The site is easily accessible with Abbey Road close to the A406 North Circular Road.
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Site accessibility principles.
Site Strategy
The site strategy principles are based on the conceptual ideas presented earlier in this Design & Access
Statement. These principles are:
• Creating linkages from Barking Town Centre, across Abbey Green and Barking Abbey ruins.
• Positioning of the Central Space to take advantage of views to St Margaret’s Church tower and Barking
Town Hall tower.
• Creating a series of public spaces from Abbey Green to the River Roding
• Legible pedestrian entrances for Residents and Commercial space users, clearly visible from approach
to the Central Space
• Reduction of building height towards Barking Abbey ruins.

Street Level
• Entrance lobbies, refuse storage and secure car and cycle parking areas are located at the base of each
building. Building A (northeast section of the site) houses a resident’s lounge / exhibition space fronting
the Abbey Grounds, resident’s gym, concierge, management office, parcel store and mail lockers. The
residential lobby for Building B (north-west section of the site) will be flanked two commercial units; one
fronting the River Roding and the other facing the central boulevard. The energy centre is also located
in Building B facing the parking courtyard.

• The southern horseshoe has a further three commercial units on the central boulevard frontage. The
units are separated by residential lobby entrances and a route through to the southern parking
courtyard.
The remaining footprint of the horseshoe buildings is allocated for residential units, some of which have
front entrances onto Abbey Road (Building D). The ground floor apartments are located 1.5metres above
the level of the site datum and commercial floor levels. This will provide the residents with sufficient
separation from the public realm to deliver the required level of defensible space and privacy.

• The ground floor commercial spaces will provide active frontages and amenity for both residents of
the development, the existing community whilst also creating a new riverside destination for Barking
Town Centre.
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• The central boulevard extends into the site and towards the River Roding from the existing road
junction on Abbey Road and will form the heart of the development.
Within the public realm the development provides a large event space, integrates 200sqm of child play
areas, hard and soft landscaping including the river walk that will provide access to the River Crossing
points to the north and south beyond.
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Ground Floor
There are a combination of design drivers that have influenced how the building interacts with its
context at street level. These include:
• Rebuilding an appropriate building line along the Abbey Road frontage.
• Creating a series of sheltered entrances to the development via a legible colonnade.
• Locating the entrances so that they are visible and legible from the Central space
• Reusing the existing vehicular entrance location into the site.
• Providing Communal Uses relating to the new and generously proportioned public realm.
• Incorporating the core principles of Secured by Design including Environmental Quality & Sense of
Ownership, Natural Surveillance and design of access routes.
• Creating Landscaped areas that provide softened edges to the building and helping to define public
& private spaces.
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Servicing & Refuse Strategy
The refuse stores are located at the north east corner and adjacent to the main entrance of the building.
• There is provision for 88 x 1100 litre Eurobins split between 8 cores This includes recycling. There
are x 1100 litre Eurobins for the commercial units.
• All residents can access the refuse stores internally. On collection day the bins are managed to a
collection point with the north and south courtyards.

Secured by Design
The layout incorporates the Core principles of designing for Community Safety

Integrated approach
• All significant components have been considered together to ensure that an appropriate layout is
achieved.
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Environmental quality and sense of ownership
• well-designed environment that encourage community cohesion.
• high quality landscape design.

Natural surveillance
• good natural surveillance ensures that spaces are given a sense of ownership by the residents.

Access and footpaths
• considered access design allows spaces to be contained and increase perception of safety.

Open space provision and management
• bothsharedand private amenity space is provided where appropriate.
• the entrance andcourtyard spaces are significantly overlooked with residents providing natural
surveillance

Lighting
• adequate lighting will be provided to open spaces and entrances to allow safe navigation of the
development at night.
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2. Accessibility requirements for communal areas.
The following describes key design approaches to the typical floor level:



Using the be:here apartment layout principles.



Maximising the number of dual aspect apartments.



Maximising east, west & south facing units that receive direct sunlight for long periods of the
day.



Minimising solely north facing units.



Providing a range of unit sizes from Studio to 2 bed apartments



Incorporating Lifetime Homes standards.



Incorporating same floor storage facilities outside individual apartments.
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1
1.2
1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

2.3

2.3.1

2.3.2

2.3.3

Approaching the home
Parking
Parking dimensions for
communal parking

Parking width for ‘private’
(on plot) parking

Requirement

Details

Where communal parking is provided
is one space with the required
minimum dimensions located close to
each block entrance or core?

The parking space should be of a
minimum 2400mm width and of
3300 (wheelchair) mm and a
minimum depth of 4800 mm.
This space should be in addition to
any designated spaces relating to
any ‘wheelchair housing’ or
‘wheelchair accessible housing’
within the development.
Minimum width – 2400 mm

Where private ‘on-plot’ is provided for
an individual dwelling, does one space
have the required minimum width, or
potential to have it?

Gradients and surfaces of
parking spaces

Car ports

Accessible route(s) between
parking and dwellings or
blocks of dwellings
Provision of accessible
route(s)
Relevant entrances for
accessible route(s)

Distance of accessible
route(s)

If a car port provides the only parking
space for a dwelling, does it meet the
minimum width, gradient and surface
requirements?
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YES

YES

The parking spaces should have a
firm and ‘level’ surface with no
gradient exceeding 1:60, and no
cross-fall for drainage exceeding
1:40.

Is the principal access route to the
relevant entrances from these parking
spaces an accessible route
• Where the principal access route is
to a block of dwellings, is it to the
block’s main entrance, or (in the case
of basement parking) to the lift core
entrance?
• Where the principal access route is
to an individual dwelling, is it to both
the dwelling’s principal entrance and
any secondary entrance? Where it is
to only one entrance of the dwelling
can it be demonstrated that
topography and/or regulation prevent
an accessible route to both entrances?
• Where the accessible route is to only
one entrance of the dwelling, is it to
the principal entrance? If it is to a
secondary entrance, can it be
demonstrated that topography and/or
regulation prevent the accessible
route being to the principal entrance?
• If the accessible route is to only one
entrance of the dwelling, is this the
entrance closest to the parking spaces
discussed in 3.2.3 above?
Are the accessible routes as short as
practicable?

Compliance

YES

YES

YES

YES

On large developments with
communal parking, all parking
should preferably be within 50 m of
associated entrances. If a distance in
excess of 50 m cannot be avoided,
level resting areas should be
provided along the route.

YES

2.3.4

2.3.5

2.3.6

2.3.7

2.3.8

2.4

2.4.1

Gradients along the
accessible route(s)

Width of accessible route(s)

Level landings at external
entrance(s)

Surface of accessible route(s)

Additional stepped approach

Other approach routes to
dwellings (from other
parking or from the
highway)
Gradients on other approach
routes

2.4.2

Width on all approach paths

2.4.3
3
3.2
3.2.1

Surface treatments on all
approach paths
Entrances
External lighting
Application

3.3
3.3.1

Accessible thresholds
Application

3.3.2

Maximum up-stand

• Do the accessible routes meet the
required maximum gradient/distance
ratios?
• Do any slopes have top and bottom
level landings, and any required level
resting areas?

• All slopes should have top and
bottom landings, a minimum 1.2 m
in length, clear of the swing of any
door or gate.

Do these accessible routes have the
required minimum width?

The accessible within individual
dwelling plots and approaching
individual dwellings should maintain
a clear minimum width of 900 mm.
Communal accessible routes should
maintain a clear minimum width of
1200 mm.
At an individual dwelling’s door, the
minimum dimension for the ‘level’
landing should be 1200 mm × 1200
mm, clear of any door swing. At a
communal entrance, the minimum
dimensions should be 1500 mm ×
1500 mm, clear of any door swing.
The surfaces of all accessible routes
(and other approach routes – see
section 3.4.3) should be firm,
reasonably smooth and non-slip.

Do the accessible routes have a level
landing of the required size adjacent
to the associated entrance doors?

Do the accessible routes have suitable
surfaces?

YES

If a principal accessible route to a
communal entrance involves slopes/
ramps is there also an additional
stepped approach in accordance with
AD M[4]?

YES

N/A

N/A
N/A

Does every external entrance have
fully diffused external lighting?
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YES

YES

Do all other approaches to entrances
from any parking, or highway, have
suitable gradient/distance ratios? If
not, is the site steeply sloping? If the
site is steeply sloping, have the
proposed details for these other
approaches (which are in addition to
the required accessible routes
discussed in 3.3.1–3.3.6) been
discussed, and agreed, with the local
planning authority?
Do these other approach paths also
have the required minimum widths?
Do these other approach paths also
have suitable surfaces?

With the exception of ‘Juliet’ balconies
and balconies/roof terraces over
habitable rooms, do all external
entrances (including all other
balconies and roof terraces) have
accessible thresholds?
• Do the accessible thresholds have a
maximum total up-stand of 15 mm
(consisting of a number of smaller
upstands and sloping infill connection
between)?
• Is the slope on any sill between the
thresh hold and the external surface
15° or less?

YES

YES

With the exception of flats over
terraces. Under development
YES

YES

3.3.3

Internal transition units

3.4

Effective clear opening
widths of entrance doors
Dwelling entrance doors

3.4.1

3.4.2

Communal entrance doors

3.5
3.5.1

Nibs
Application

3.6

Ironmongery and access
controls
Height

3.6.1

3.6.2

3.7

Location

3.7.1

External level landings at
main entrances
Application

3.7.2

Dimensions

3.8
3.8.1

Weather protection at main
entrances
Covers and canopies

3.8.2

Size and form of cover

4.
4.2

4.3

Internal circulation within
communal areas
Internal communal door
widths

If an internal transition unit is
provided does it have a slope of 15° or
less?

Do all dwelling entrance doors have
the required effective minimum clear
opening widths?
Do all communal entrance doors have
the required effective minimum clear
opening widths (according to the
width and direction of approach)?

YES

All entrances to a dwelling (including
all balcony and roof terrace doors)
should have a minimum effective
clear opening width of 800 mm
All communal entrances to/from any
external area should have a
minimum effective clear opening
width of 800 mm or 825 mm
depending on the direction and
width of the approach to the door

Do all entrance doors have the
required nib?

Nib - at least 300 mm in length,
provided to the leading edge, on the
pull side, of the door.

Are all handles, locks and other access
controls within the required height
band?

Access controls (eg keyholes, locks,
handles, door-entry system controls)
should be no higher than 1200 mm
from the ground level.
Access controls should be sited at
least 300 mm away from the corner
between the entrance wall and the
side/return wall.

Are all handles, locks and other access
controls located away from the corner
of any side wall return?

Are level landings provided at all
relevant entrances?
Do the level landings have the
required dimensions?

Is overhead weather protection
provided at relevant entrances?
Is the size of the cover adequate for
local conditions, and the position of
entry controls?

Do all communal doors have the
required minimum clear opening
widths, depending on the direction of
approach to each door and the width
of that approach?

Nibs
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YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
At a main entrance to an individual
dwelling, the minimum dimension
for the ‘level’ landing should be 1200
mm × 1200 mm, clear of any door
swing. At a main communal entrance
the minimum dimensions should be
1500 mm × 1500 mm, clear of any
door swing.

YES

YES
Cover at an individual dwelling’s
main entrance door should have a
minimum depth of 600 mm (900 mm
being typical), and cover at a main
communal entrance door should
have a minimum depth of 900 mm
(1200 mm being typical). The width
of the cover should exceed the width
of the doorset plus any associated
entry controls.

The minimum clear opening width
for all communal doorways with a
‘head-on’ (straight) approach route
is 800 mm. When the approach
route to a communal doorway is not
‘head-on’, and a turn is required to
pass through the doorway, the
minimum clear opening width for
the doorway should relate to the
width of the approach route

YES

YES

4.3.1

Provision

4.4

Communal hallway, corridor
and landing widths

4.5
4.5.1

4.5.2

4.6
4.6.2

4.6.3

4.6.4

Communal stairs
Pitch/5.5.3 Application

Handrails

Communal passenger lifts
Size of lift

Position of lift controls

Landings

Do all communal doors have the
required nib to the leading edge on
the pull side?
• Do all communal hallways, corridors
and landings have the required
minimum widths in accordance with
the clear opening widths provided to
doorways in their side walls?
• If there are no doorways in the side
walls of a communal hallway, corridor
or landing, does the hallway, corridor
or landing have the required minimum
width?
• If there is a ‘pinch point’ in a
communal hallway, corridor or
landing, is the required minimum
width available at the ‘pinch point’,
and is the obstacle causing the ‘pinch
point’ away from doorways and any
change of direction?

Nib – 300 mm on the pull side of the
door.

Do all communal stairs that provide a
principal access route to a dwelling,
regardless of whether or not a lift is
provided, have an ‘easy going’ pitch?

Communal staircases providing a
principal access route to a dwelling
should be ‘easy going’ with
maximum uniform risers of 170 mm
and minimum uniform goings of 250
mm.
Handrails should be 900 mm above
each nosing and they should extend
300 mm beyond the top and bottom
step.

Is the height and extension of
handrails on communal stairs as
required?

Where provided, do passenger lifts
have the required minimum internal
dimensions?
Where provided, do passenger lifts
have correctly positioned controls?

Are adequately dimensioned landings
provided adjacent to passenger lifts
on all storeys served by the lift(s)?
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YES

YES

Where passenger lifts are provided,
their minimum internal floor
dimensions should be 1100 mm ×
1400 mm.
Where a lift is provided, the controls
should be between 900 mm and
1200 mm from the floor and 400 mm
from the lift’s internal front wall.
A clear landing of 1500 mm × 1500
mm should be provided on each
storey adjacent to all lifts.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
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3. Accessibility requirements for flats.
1.
1.1

1.2
1.2.1

1.3
1.3.1

Entrance-level facilities within the
home
Introduction

Living space
Sight line through windows of principal
living spaces

Potential for an entrance level bedspace
Provision/6.3.2 Size of space

Requirement

Details

Does the perceived ‘entrance
level’ of the dwelling accord
with the definition of ‘entrance
level’ for Lifetime Homes
purposes?

• For a dwelling with a
direct external entrance,
the entrance level is: the
storey containing an
entrance door approached
by an ‘accessible route’.
• For a dwelling that is
approached via a
communal hall, landing,
stair or lift, the entrance
level is: the storey of the
block containing the
entrance door of that
particular dwelling.
• For a dwelling that has no
habitable or non-habitable
rooms on the storey
containing its entrance
door(s) (eg most flats over
garages, some flats over
shops, some duplexes and
some townhouses), the
entrance level is: the firststorey level containing a
habitable or non-habitable
room if this storey is
reached by an ‘easy going’
stair with maximum risers
170 mm, minimum goings
250 mm, and a minimum
width of 900 mm measured
450 mm above the pitch
line.

• If the living space is the
principal living space, does its
main window/ glazing area
achieve the required glazing
line height?
• Does this window also offer a
suitable sight line to the outside
from a seated position?
• If this living space is not the
principal living space, is the
required glazing line height, and
sight line from a seated
position, provided in the
principal living space?

Principal window or glazed
doors (where these are in
lieu of a principal window)
should have glazing that
starts no higher than 800
mm above the finished
floor level.
In addition, any full width
transom or sill of the
principal window within
the field of vision
(extending up to 1700 mm
above floor level) should be
at least 400 mm in height
away from any other
transom or nontransparent balcony
balustrade.
All dimensional
requirements within this
paragraph have a 50 mm
tolerance.

Unless there is a bedroom on
the entrance level, is there a
suitable area on the entrance
level that could be used as a
temporary bed-space?

The space required should
be able to accommodate a
single bed plus a 750 mm
wide space to one side of
the bed.
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Compliance

YES

YES

N/A

1.3.2

Provision of electrical socket

1.4

Provision of an accessible WC, basin
and shower drainage
Provision of an accessible WC, basin and
shower drainage

1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.4.5

1.4.6

2
2.1
2.1.1

2.1.2

2.2
2.2.1

Accessible WC and basin

Wall construction

Circulation and accessibility within the
home
Internal hallways, landings and
doorways
Minimum hallway and landing widths

Minimum internal doorway widths

Living rooms/areas and dining
rooms/areas
Turning circle or ellipse

Does this potential temporary
bed-space have an electrical
socket?

YES

Do all dwellings have floor
drainage on their entrance level
to enable a future accessible
shower?
Do all dwellings have an
entrance-level accessible WC
with:
- an accessible WC at an
acceptable distance from a side
wall, a correctly positioned
flush control and the required
approach zone?
- an accessible basin with the
required approach zone?
- Appropriately located floor
drainage and suitable floor
construction?
Does the wall construction of
the room containing the
entrance-level WC enable
immediate firm fixing of
support rails within the
required height band?

YES

Refer to MDS drawings
under series 15 and under
series 04 typical flat layouts

All walls within the
entrance level bathroom or
entrance-level WC
compartment (and walls
within all other WC or
bathroom facilities
throughout the dwelling)
should be capable of
immediate firm fixing and
support for adaptations
such as grab rails within a
height band of 300 mm–
1800 mm from the floor, as
and when these become
required (with no
strengthening or
adaptation to the wall
structure being necessary).

Do all hallways and landings
within a dwelling have the
necessary minimum widths
(depending on the width and
locations of associated door
openings)?
Do all the internal doorways
that a person may pass through
within the dwelling, have the
required minimum clear
opening width (depending on
the approach direction and the
width of that approach)?

Do living rooms/areas and
dining rooms/ areas have the
required turning circles or
ellipses?
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YES

YES

YES

YES

Living rooms/areas and
dining rooms/areas should
be capable of having either
a clear turning circle of
1500 mm diameter, or a
turning ellipse of 1700 mm
x 1400 mm. Occasional
items of furniture that are
easily moved (typically
coffee tables and side
tables) can be within, or

YES

overlap, these turning
zones.
2.2.2

Circulation space between items of
furniture

2.3
2.3.1

Kitchens
Space in front of kitchen units and
appliances

2.4
2.4.1

Bedrooms
Circulation space within a main
bedroom

2.4.2

2.4.3

2.5
2.5.1

Relationship of a main bedroom to the
accessible bathroom/ potential for
through-floor lift access and ceiling
hoist

Circulation space within other
bedrooms

Bathrooms and WCs
Accessible bathroom

Do living rooms/areas and
dining rooms/ areas have
minimum space between
furniture on essential
circulation routes?

YES

Is there the required clear
distance in front of all kitchen
units and appliances in the
kitchen?

A clear width of 1200 mm
should be provided
between the fronts of
kitchen units and
appliances and any fixed
obstruction opposite (such
as other kitchen fittings or
walls). This clear 1200 mm
should be maintained for
the entire run of the unit,
worktop and/or appliance.

Does one main bedroom have
the required clear width around
both sides, foot and corners of
a double bed?
• Is a main bedroom close to an
accessible bathroom and on the
storey with potential access
from a through-floor lift (unless
entrance level)?
• Is the structure above the
ceiling over the main bedroom
close to the accessible
bathroom, and the ceiling over
the accessible bathroom,
capable of supporting (or
capable of adaptation to
support) ceiling hoists?
• Can all other bedrooms have
the required clear space to one
side of the bed?
• Where it is necessary to pass
the foot of the bed to approach
the window, is the required
clear width (to pass the foot of
the bed) available?

Clear width – 750 mm.

• Does the dwelling have an
accessible bathroom, close to,
and on the same storey as a
main bedroom, either on the
entrance level or on the storey
with potential access from a
through-floor lift?
• Does this accessible bathroom
have the following facilities:
- an accessible WC at an
acceptable distance from a side
wall, a correctly position flush
control and the required
approach zone?
- an accessible basin with the
required approach zone?
- either a bath, or an accessible
floor shower (or both), with the
required associated approach
zone(s) and manœuvring
zone(s)? Where a shower is
provided, is the floor drainage
and showering area as
specified? • Unless provided

Refer to MDS drawings
under series 15 and under
series 04 typical flat layouts
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YES

YES

YES

Clear width – 750 mm.

YES

YES

2.5.2

All bathrooms, en-suites and WCs

2.5.3

Adaptable bathrooms

3
3.1
3.1.1

Circulation between storeys within the
home
Stairs
Form of stairs

3.1.2

Stair width

3.2
3.2.1

Route for a future through floor lift
Provision

3.2.2

3.2.3

Potential route

Requirements if the potential arrival
point is directly into a bedroom

elsewhere in the dwelling, does
this bathroom have drainage
(possibly under a bath) to
enable a level-entry accessible
shower? Are there shallow falls
in the floor to the drainage, or
is there a floor construction
that will enable easy provision
of a laid-to-fall floor surface
(and connection to existing
drainage) in the future?
• Does every bathroom, ensuite and WC compartment
have the required minimum
clear door opening widths
• Does every bathroom, ensuite and WC compartment
have a wall construction
capable of immediate firm
fixing and support for grab rails
and similar at any location
within the required height
band?
Do adaptable bathrooms have
the required turning circles or
ellipses?

All walls (and boxing and
ductwork) in every
bathroom, en-suite and WC
compartment within a
dwelling should have a
construction capable of
immediate firm fixing and
support for adaptations
such as grab rails within a
height band of 300– 1800
mm from the floor.

YES

All 90% bathroom are
compliant to M4(2) but
type H due to structural
columns layouts, making
one side of the ellipse
colliding with the structural
element.

NO.

Do all staircases within the
dwelling enable future fitting of
stair-lifts without the need for
significant alteration or
reinforcement?
Do all staircases have the
required minimum width?

Duplex units have
incorporated soft spots for
future lift provision.

YES

A clear width of 900 mm,
measured 450 mm above
the pitch line, should be
provided on all staircases
within a dwelling.

YES

In dwellings of more than one
storey, is a potential route for a
through-floor lift identified that
connects storeys containing the
necessary rooms?
• Are the potential lift route
and potential lift entrance and
exit routes clear of all services?
• If the potential lift route
requires moderate alteration of
lightweight partitions, are these
partitions clear of all services?
1.
If the lift is to arrive
into a double
bedroom can this
still function as a
double room (with a
compromised room
layout) or is there
another main
(double or twin)
bedroom on the
same storey?
2.
If the lift arrives into
a bedroom which
then needs to

In duplex apartment types
P and U.
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YES

The identified route for the
lift may be from a living
room/space directly into a
bedroom above.
Alternatively, the route
may be from, or arrive in, a
circulation space.

YES

1.
2.

YES
NO

3.2.4

Aperture

4
4.1

Service and ventilation controls
Space to approach a window

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Window handle heights

Electrical controls

Central heating controls

Mains water stop taps and controls

function as a single
bedroom, is there at
least one other
bedroom on that
storey which can
function as a main
(double or twin)
room?
• Is the identified potential lift
aperture area of the minimum
required size and of a suitable
orientation to enable access?
• Is the identified aperture area
clear of services?
• If the potential lift route
passes through a concrete floor,
is a ‘knock-out’ panel to be preformed within the floor
structure?
• Where necessary, has the
floor design taken account of
the potential loadings
associated with the possible lift
void?
With the exception of kitchens
and bathrooms that have all
windows behind fixtures and
fittings, is there potential for an
approach route of the minimum
required width to an opening
light of a window in each room?
Are handles on this opening
light no higher than 1200 mm
from the floor?
Do all rooms with a window
have at least one opening light
with handles no higher than
1200 mm from the floor?
Are all frequently used
electrical controls within the
required height band and the
minimum distance away from
any internal corner?

Are central heating
programmer controls and any
thermostatic or temperature
controls within the required
height band and the minimum
distance away from any internal
corner?

Are controls such as main stop
taps (used to shut down water
flow in an emergency) located
within the required height band
and the minimum distance
away from any internal corner?
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The potential aperture size
for the route through the
floor should be a minimum
of 1000 mm × 1500 mm,
with the potential
approach and exit to/from
the lift being on one of the
shorter sides.

There should be potential
for an approach route, 750
mm wide, to enable
members of the household,
including those that may be
using a wheelchair, to
approach an opening light
within a window in each
habitable room.

YES

YES

YES

Sockets, light switches and
isolating switches to
frequently used appliances
(eg cooker switches), TV,
telephone and computer
points should be located
within a height band of 450
mm–1200 mm from the
floor and a minimum of 300
mm from any internal
corner.
Programmer controls
(whether located at the
boiler or remote from the
boiler), and any
thermostatic or
temperature controls
should be located within a
height band of 450 mm–
1200 mm from the floor
and a minimum of 300 mm
from any internal corner.
Stop taps, or similar, used
to shut down water flow in
an emergency should be
located within a height
band of 450 mm– 1200 mm
from the floor and a
minimum of 300 mm from
any internal corner.

YES

YES

YES
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